Quantitative magnetization transfer by trains of radio frequency pulses in human brain: extension of a free evolution model to continuous-wave-like conditions.
A theoretical model of free evolution between repeated magnetic transfer (MT) pulses was extended to continuous-wave (CW)-like conditions showing that only the repetitive "direct" saturation of bulk water changes the transient and stationary behavior. The influence of the pulse repetition period (PR) on progressive saturation was studied in cortical gray matter (GM) and central white matter (WM) under conditions of short periods of free evolution and strong macromolecular saturation. Interpulse delays of 3 ms were achieved in vivo on a 1.5-T MR system with bell-shaped MT pulses of 12-ms duration and nominal flip angles of up to 1440 degrees and single-shot readout by a stimulated echo acquisition mode localization sequence. The frequency offset was chosen between 1 and 3 kHz to avoid excessive direct saturation. The stationary MT ratio (MTR) followed an inverse linear PR dependence, showing a consistent partial saturation of about 90% at zero PR for both WM and GM. Comparison to a relaxation-matched liquid indicated the presence of MT, but not necessarily of direct saturation. The transient behavior indicated considerable direct saturation, but this could also be explained by MT. These inconsistencies showed that the intervals of time evolution in our experiments were too long to be modeled by CW-like conditions. Free evolution takes place during the whole PR rather than during the interpulse delay only. Quantification using the rates of free evolution theory yielded the saturations and rate constants necessary to explain the observed behavior. The theory of rapid CW-like pulsing provides an upper limit for the rate of progressive saturation. This limit is approached at PR below an estimated value of 5 ms. The phenomenological PR dependence of the steady-state MTR may indicate that MT exceeded the direct saturation. Unlike to an idealized CW experiment, the extrapolated value at zero PR is subject to direct effects and not a physically meaningful constant.